
Which Type of Mattress You Need – Firmer or Softer? 

Night is what mostly spent in bed for good sleep, but if you have a bad mattress you will keep 

tossing up your body in discomfort. Sound sleep always depends on a good mattress, which you 

can fetch from the market or from Mattress Store Portland that has a good range of 

mattresses. Well, the experts and the doctors always say that a good mattress can surely 

impact on a person’s sleep. If it is fine and comfy, your sleep would be nice and sound. And if it 

is hard or discomforting, your sleep will be disturbed. Thus, always go for the best mattress 

which can be found in the market in plenty. 

Well, getting the right mattress for your nice sleep is not all about scanning the market for high-

tech brand or spending a hell of money. Remember, an expensive mattress does not mean that 

it is better for you.  So, you should go for buying the one which helps you sleep well when you 

lie on the bed. Tossing your body up and down and turning all around the bed is not you seek 

for sure. You obviously seek for a nice comfortable mattress that gives you soothing sleep on 

bed.  

Rather than focusing on the price and the best brands, you need to select a mattress which is 

fine for you. For some, firmer mattress goes well and for others a comfy one suits best. It is 

your body’s need. Go into the market and spend time on selecting a mattress. Lay on the 

mattresses and toss up your body for some time and feel which one suits best to you? At 

Mattress Store Portland, your choices can be found since there is abundance of good 

mattresses to choose from.  

You cannot find a scientific evidence to prove that a particular type of mattress will leave you 

with a sound sleep. Since everyone has different condition, so mattresses ‘choice can be made 

according to body’s conditions. The persons with back or neck pain have to go for a Goldilocks 

approach to mattress buying as it is not too hard and not much soft. Well, if you buy a too soft 

mattress, soon you will begin sinking down to the bottom of the mattress. If you lie on a hard 

mattress, you will start getting pain in the back. So, a firm mattress which is not too soft or not 

too hard will be better. 

 


